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Chief of Hydraulic Eng. Branch
Corps of Engineers
Department of the Army
700 Federal Building
Kansas City, MO 64106
Dear Mr. Linder:
This report explains the results of "The Missouri River 
Computerized Data Bank." It contains all known data collected 
on the Missouri River beginning in the mid-1930's.
It should be noted that only 10% of the included data has 
been verified, i.e. has been checked against the source document.
A bounds check was performed by the computer on each piece of 
data for upper and lower limits established for each type of data. 
Any potential user of these data should be aware of this fact and 
that, on the average, 1 piece of data out of 200 may be in error.
These data are now in a format which should prove quite 
usable to the scientific community and easily obtainable.
It has been a pleasure to work on this study and to be of 
assistance to the Corps of Engineers in carrying out their mission.
Sincerely,
'  n
Glendon T. Stevens, Jr., Director 
The Missouri River Computerized Data 
Bank Study
tl
an equal opportunity institution
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INTRODUCTION
Man has been challenged ever since he began to realize 
that a river is not a system in equilibrium, but rather a 
system that is continuously changing. This challenge to 
understand the hows and whys has caused many people to 
spend sleepless nights and restless days in their contin­
uing effort to comprehend the responses of a river to man­
made and natural changes.
In the attempt to understand this dynamic system of 
action and reaction, hydraulicians have often resorted to 
models. Some have taken the practical and more direct 
approach, that of using physical models. These range from 
prismatic fixed bed models to nonprismatic movable bed 
models. Others have approached the problem in a more 
scientific manner by using mathematical models. These efforts 
include modeling this dynamic system by using mathematical 
relationships which range from the simplest algebraic to the 
most complicated differential equations. The equations used 
cover the spectrum from the simple one dependent, one 
independent relationship to the complicated one dependent 
and an infinite array of independent variables.
The many assumptions and scale distortions made using 
these methods tend to mask the relationships that exist 
between flow characteristics such that erroneous results
often result. To avoid this, some have attempted to study 
the prototype. This more direct approach has been hampered 
somewhat by the cost and time involved in collecting the 
kind and quantity of data required.
Regardless of which approach one chooses to take in 
trying to unravel the interrelationships that exist between 
flow characteristics, the first hurdle to cross or stumbling 
block encountered is that of finding sufficient and readily 
available data.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, in conjunction with 
the U.S. Geological Survey, has been collecting sediment 
data on the Missouri rivers for about 40 years. This 
large volume, which contains the data collected on 13,197 
days, has not, however, been readily available to those who 
wish to study the dynamic responses of the river, thus, 
hampering, to a great extent, an indepth prototype sediment 
study because of the time and expense involved in retrieval 
of the needed data.
The Kansas City District of the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers has alleviated the problem of not having readily 
available data, and, to some degree, the expense of obtaining 
these data. This district contracted with the University of 
Missouri-Rolla to retrieve and store on magnetic tape and 
microfiche all sediment data that have been collected since 
March 31, 1939 at eight regular gauging sites and three 
special study reaches on the Missouri River. Under this 
contract, the University of Missouri-Rolla did retrieve
sediment data that had been collected between March 31, 1939 
and August, 1975 at the following locations:
A. Regular Gauging Sites
1. Yankton, South Dakota
2. Sioux City, Iowa
3. Omaha, Nebraska
4. Nebraska City, Nebraska
5. St. Joseph, Missouri




1. The Sediment Transport Characteristics Study 
(S.T.C.) conducted at Omaha, Nebraska and Kansas 
City, Missouri for years 1951, 1952, 1953, and 
1954.
2. The Special Regime Study conducted at Omaha, 
Nebraska and Waverly, Missouri for years 1967, 
1968, and 1969.
3. Bed samples taken at five-mile intervals from 
Ponca State Park, Nebraska (mile 753) to the 
mouth of the river for the years 1971, 1972, and 
1973.
C. Magnetic Tapes
The magnetic tapes that house these data are nine-
track, 1600 BPI tapes that contain no labels. The
data are in ASCII code and blocked ten 120 byte
records per block with no packed fields. The first
file of each tape contains a description of the 
sampling location and a glossary giving the units 
of the stored data. The second file contains the 
data. For a better understanding of the stored 
data, refer to the Data Item Dictionary found in 
the appendix of this report.
D. Microfiche
The microfiche that house these data are standard 
13 X 17 frame cards with the first row used for 
header information. Thus, there are 208 frames 
for storage of data. Each frame contains one page 
of computer output as shown in the appendix. The 
frames are printed by column, therefore, succeeding 
dates appear in columns. The first frame on the 
first card of each set contains, as shown in the 
appendix, a description of the sampling location 
and a glossary giving the units of the stored data. 
The second frame on this card is left blank for 
future use. The last frame of each microfiche 
contains an index that gives the location of each 
frame by date.













6. Mean Daily Flow Rate
7. Suspended Sediment Sampler Type
8. Nozzle Size
9. Bed Sampler Type
B. Suspended Sediment Samples






2. General Data Stored for Each












l. Concentration of Dissolved Solids
m. Total Depth at the Transverse Station
n. Sieve Series (sizes used)
o. Sieve Analysis (% coarser than)
3. Point Sample Data in Excess of the Above




2. Sieve Series (sizes used)
3. Total Weight
4. Transverse Station Number
5. Total Depth
6. Sieve Analysis (% coarser than)
Ill EXPLANATION OF TERMS AND UNITS
The location given is the eight digit downstream order 
and station number as recorded in the U.S.G.S. Water Supply 
Paper (WSP) and listed in Table 2 of the appendix. The 
date given is the date of sampling and is recorded by 
month, day, and year. Stage is the distance above or below 
the zero of the gauge which has a known M.S.L. elevation. 
Stage is recorded in feet and may be either positive or 
negative, depending on whether the water surface is above 
or below the zero datum. Time is recorded as local 24 hour 
time. The temperature of air and water are recorded in 
degrees fahrenheit and the observation is made at the 
beginning of sampling. The flowrate given is the mean daily 
as recorded in W.S.P. and has units of cu. ft. per second.
A depth integrated sediment sample is collected by 
allowing the sampler to be filled as it sinks at a constant 
rate from the water surface to the riverbed. A point 
sediment sample is collected by allowing the sampler to be 
filled while being held stationary. The surface, jug, and 
rope are variations Of the point sample. The surface sample 
is collected at the water surface. The jug sample is usually 
collected at a given depth, however, the quantity collected 
may be as much as five gallons. The rope sample is a point 
sample but its depth is unknown. A bed sample is usually 
collected by lowering some type of grab sampler to the 
riverbed and triggering the sampling mechanism. The various 
types of suspended and bed samplers used are listed in
Tables 3 and 4 of the appendix. The various nozzle sizes 
used on the suspended samplers are listed in Table 5 of the 
appendix. The transverse station number gives the distance 
in feet from station zero to the sampling location. Station 
zero may be on either the right or left bank.
Sample number is an arbitrary number assigned to a 
sample to avoid confusion when analyzed. Composite number 
is a number assigned to several samples that are analyzed 
together. All volumes in this data bank are recorded in 
liters. All weights are given in grams. Percent sand, silt, 
and clay are the ratios of each to the total in suspension. 
Concentration is a ratio of weight to volume and is recorded 
as grams per liter. All depths are given in feet. Sieve 
sizes are expressed by U.S. standard sieve numbers and open­
ing size is given in milliliters. The various sieve series 
used are listed in Tables 6-12 of the appendix. The sieve 
analysis is given as percent coarser than. Point velocities 








Days Point Surface Rope DI Bed
Yankton
3-31-39
6-26-69 1,774 8,022 921 4,425 2,740
Sioux City
12-04-41
9-26-75 893 2,811 -54 7,324 2,290
Omaha
5-05-39
9-29-75 2,898 13,591 1,575 8,835 4,646
Nebraska City
8- 01-57
9- 30-75 867 1,936 77 6,886 2,540_
St. Joseph
'6-04-48
11-18-75 1,571 1,041 27 14 7,134 145
Kansas City
5-14-48
12-08-75 1,470 5,125 308 291 5,275 215
Boonville
8- 18-48
9- 18-51 271 1 1,341
Hermann
8-19-48




and ‘73 480 1,084
Waverly
1967, '68 








and '53 62 1,720 163




Table 4.1 contains a counting of the various types 
of data that have been retrieved and stored. This 
table shows that sediment sampling of some kind 
has been conducted on 13,197 days and that during 
this time; 36,552 point (sediment and velocity),
2,962 surface, 305 rope, 54,937 D.I., and 14,714 bed 
samples have been collected and analyzed.
B. Discharge Range Statistics
The assumption that the sediment samples were 
collected at the discharge range makes range 
statistics very important and, thus, are included.
1. Yankton. Prior to November, 1960, discharge 
measurements were made from the highway bridge. 
Between November, 1960 and July, 1969, discharge 
measurements were made from a cableway below 
Gavins Point Dam. Transverse stationing always 
started on the left bank.
2. Sioux City. Prior to April 20, 1956, discharge 
measurements were made from the highway bridge. 
Between April 20, 1956 and July 15, 1956, 
discharge measurements were made below the 
bridge from a boat. From July 15, 1956 to 
September 15, 1956, discharge measurements were 
made from the highway bridge. Between Septem­
ber 15, 1956 and February 10, 1964, discharge
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NISSOURl RIVER DATA
06A6T500 NISSOURl RIVER AT YANKTON, S. OAK,
LOCATION.--LAT 42 OEG. 5l»58". LONG 97 DEG, 23«37", IN SW 1/4SWI/4 SEC, 18, 
T,93 N., R.55 M., YANKTON COUNTY, NEAR LEFT BANK IN OOKHSTREAN END OF LEFT 
PIER OF NERIOIAN HIGHWAY BRIDGE ON U,S, HIGHWAY 81, 5,2 MILES (CORRECTEOI 
DOWNSTREAM FROM GAVINS POINT DAM, 6,0 MILES UPSTREAM FROM JAMES RIVER, AND 
AT MILE 805,8.
DRAINAGE AREA,»279,500 SO MI, APPROXIMATELY,
PERIOD OF RECORD.— OCTOBER 1930 TO CURRENT YEAR. MONTHLY DISCHARGE ONLY FOR 
SOME PERIODS, PUBLISHED IN WSP 1309, GAGE-HEIGHT RECORDS COLLECTED AT SAME 
SITE MARCH 1873 TO NOVEMBER 1886, MARCH 1905 TO MAY 1908 (FRAGMENTARY), 
AUGUST 1921 TO DATE (EXCEPT WINTER MONTHS PRIOR TO 1932) ARE CONTAINED IN 
REPORTS OF THE U.S, WEATHER BUREAU,
GAGE,->WATER-STAGE RECORDER, DATUM OF GAGE IS 1,139,68 FT ABOVE MEAN SEA 
LEVEL, PRIOR TO SEPT, 20, 1932, NONRECOROING GAGE AND SEPT. 20,1932, TO 
MAR, 9, 1967, WATER-STAGE RECORDER AT PRESENT SITE AND AT DATUM 20 FT 
HIGHER.
AVERAGE DISCHARGE.— 42 YEARS, 25,420 CFS (18,420,000 ACRE-FT PER YEAR).
EXTREMES,— PERIOD OF RECORD: MAXIMUM DISCHARGE, 480.000 CFS APR.13,1952; 
MAXIMUM GAGE HEIGHT. 35.5 FT APR. 13, 14. 1952; MINIMUM DAILY DISCHARGE, 
2,700 CFS NOV. 15, 16, 1940, MAXIMUM STAGE KNOWN, 50,5 FT APR. 5, 1881 (ICE 
JAM), PRESENT DATUM.
EXPLANATION OF TERMS AND UNITS.
WSP IS USED TO ABBREVIATE WATER-SUPPLY PAPER,
LOCATION IS RECORDED BY THE 8-DIGIT DOWNSTREAM ORDER NUMBER AS FOUND IN WSP, 
STAGE, IN FEET, AS READ FROM GAGE AT THE BEGINNING AND ENDING 3F SAMPLING. 
TIME IS LOCAL 24 HOUR TIME,
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT,
DISCHARGE, IN CUFT PER SEC, IS THE MEAN DAILY AS RECORDED IN WSP,
TRANSVERSE STATION NUMBER, IN FEET. LOCATES THE SAMPLING STATION FROM
THE LEFT BANK. THE FOLLOWING TIME LINE INDICATES WHEN SPECIFIC SAMPLING 
LOCATIONS WERE CHANGED,
CABLEWAY AT 




ALL VOLUMES ARE IN LITERS,
ALL WEIGHTS ARE IN GRANS,
ALL CONCENTRATIONS ARE IN GRAMS PER LITER,
DEPTHS ARE IN FEET.
VELOCITY IS IN FEET PER SECOND.
SIEVE SERIES IS EXPRESSED BY U S STANDARD SIEVE NUMBER AND OPENING SIZE GIVEN 
IN MILLIMETERS.
SIEVE ANALYSIS IS EXPRESSED AS PER-CENT COARSER THAN,
THE DIFFERENT PARTICAL SIZES ARE EXPRESSED IN MILLIMETERS,
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MISSOURI RIVER DATA
06A86000 MISSOURI RIVER AT SIOUX CITY, IOWA
LOCATION.— LAT 42 OEG. 29*10”. LONG 96 OEG. 24*47”. IN NHl/4 SEI/4 SEC. 16, 
T.29N., R.9 E., SIXTH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN. OAKOTA COUNTY, NEBRASKA, ON RIGHT 
BANK ON UPSTREAM SIOE OF BRIOGE ON U.S. HIGHWAY 77 AT SOUTH SIOUX CITY, 
NEBRASKA, 2.0 MI <3.2 KM) DOWNSTREAM FROM BIG SIOUX RIVER, AND AT MILE 732.3 
II.I7B.3 KM).
DRAINAGE AREA.— 314.600 SO MI 1814,800 SO KM), APPROXIMATELY.
PERIOD OF RECORD.— OCTOBER 1897 TO CURRENT YEAR IN REPORTS OF GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY. PRIOR TO OCTOBER 1928 AND OCTOBER 1931 TO SEPTEMBER 1938, MONTHLY 
DISCHARGES ONLY PUBLISHED IN MSP 1310. JANUARY 1879 TO DECEMBER 1890 
(MONTHLY DISCHARGES OM.Y) IN HOUSE DOCUMENT 238. 73RD CONGRESS, 20 SESSION, 
NISSOURl RIVER. GAGE-HEIGHT RECORDS COLLECTED IN THIS VICINITY SEPTEMBER 
1878 TO DECEMBER 1899 ARE CONTAINED IN REPORTS OF MISSOURI RIVER COMMISSION 
AND SINCE JULY 1889 ARE CONTAINED IN REPORTS OF U.S. WEATHER BUREAU.
CAGE.— WATER-STAGE RECORDER. DATUM OF GAGE IS 1,056.98 FT 1322.17 M) ABOVE 
MEAN SEA LEVEL. SEPT. 2, 1878. TO DEC. 31, 1905, NONRECOROING CAGES AT 
VARIOUS LOCATIONS WITHIN 1.7 Ml (2.7 KM) OF PRESENT SITE AND AT VARIOUS 
DATUMS. JAN. 1, 1906. TO FEB. 14, 1935, NONRECOROING GAGE. AND FEB. 15,
1935 TO SEPT. 30. 1969, WATER-STAGE RECORDER AT PRESENT SITE AT DATUM 
19.98 FT 16.09 M) HIGHER, AND OCT. 1, 1969 TO SEPT. 30, 1970 AT DATUM 20.00 
FT (6.10 M) HIGHER.
AVERAGE 0ISCHARGE.--78 YEARS, 31,910 CFS (904 CHS), 23,120,000 ACRE-FT/YR 
(2R.500 SO HM/YR).
EXTREMES.— PERIOD OF RECORD: MAXIMUM DISCHARGE, 441,000 CFS (12,500 CMS) APR. 
14, 1952, GAGE HEIGHT, 24.28 FT (7.401 M), DATUM THEN IN USE; MINIMUM, 2,500 
CFS (70.8 CMS) DEC. 29. 1941: MINIMUM CAGE HEIGHT, -6.60 FT (-2.012 Ml,
DATUM THEN IN USE, DEC. 14, 1968, RESULT OF FREEZEUP.
EXPLANATION OF TERMS AND UNITS.
WSP IS USED TO ABRREVIATE WATER-SUPPLY PAPER.
LOCATION IS RECORDED BY THE 8-OIGIT DOWNSTREAM ORDER NUM8ER AS FOUND IN MSP. 
STAGE. IN FEET, AS READ FROM GAGE AT THE BEGINNING AND ENDING OF SAMPLING. 
TIME IS LOCAL 24 HOUR TINE.
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE IN DECREES FAHRENHEIT.
DISCHARGE, IN CUFT PER SEC, IS THE MEAN DAILY AS RECORDED IN WSP.
TRANSVERSE STATION NUMBER, IN FEET, LOCATES THE SAMPLING STATION FROM 
THE RIGHT BANK.
ALL VOLUMES ARE IN LITERS.
ALL WEIGHTS ARE IN GRANS.
ALL CONCENTRATIONS ARE IN GRANS PER LITER.
DEPTHS ARE IN FEET.
VELOCITY IS IN FEET PER SECOND.
SIEVE SERIES IS EXPRESSED BY U S STANDARD SIEVE NUMBER AND OPENING SIZE GIVEN 
IN MILLIMETERS.
SIEVE ANALYSIS IS EXPRESSED AS PER-CENT COARSER THAN.
THE DIFFERENT PARTICAL SIZES ARE EXPRESSED IN MILLIMETERS.
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measurements were made from a boat. From 
February 10, 1964 to September 26, 1975, 
discharge measurements were made from the 
highway bridge. Transverse stationing always 
started on the right bank.
Omaha. Prior to April 26, 1968, discharge was 
measured from the Aksarben bridge. Between 
April 26, 1968 and November 26, 1970, discharge 
was measured from the 1-480 bridge. From 
November 26, 1970 until November 27, 1973, 
discharge was measured at Bellevue. From 
November 27, 1973 until September 29, 1975, 
discharge was measured at the 1-80 bridge. 
Transverse stationing prior to November 27, 1973 
began at the right bank from November 27, 1973 
to September 29, 1975. It began at the left 
bank.
Nebraska City. Prior to April 10, 1970, dis­
charge measurements were made from the Highway 
2 bridge. From April 10, 1970 to September 20, 
1975, discharge was measured from the railroad 
bridge. Transverse stationing has always 
started from the right bank.
St. Joseph. The discharge measurements from 
June 4, 1948 until November 18, 1975, have all 
been made from the Highway 36 bridge. Trans­




06610000 MISSOURI RIVER AT OMAHA, NEBRASKA
LOCATION.— LAT 41 OEG. 15*32", LONG 95 OEG. 55C20", IN SEI/4 NHl/4 SEC.23, T.15 
N., R.13 E.. DOUGLAS COUNTY. ON RIGHT BANK ON LEFT SIOE OF CONCRETE 
FLOOOHALL, AT FOOT OF DOUGLAS STREET, 275 FT 184 M) OOUNSTREAM FROM 
interstate 480 HIGHWAY BRIDGE IN OMANHA, AND AT MILE 615.9 1991.0 KMI.
DRAINAGE AREA.— 322,800 SO Ml (836,052 SO KM|, APPROXIMATELY.
PERIOD OF RECORD.— SEPTEMBER 1928 TO CURRENT YEAR. APRIL 1872 TO DECEMBER 1899 
(GAGE HEIGHTS ONLYI IN REPORTS OF THE MISSOURI RIVER COMMISSION AND SINCE 
JANUARY 1875, GAGE HEIGHTS ONLYI IN REPORTS OF THE U.S. HEATHER BUREAU.
GAGE.— h a t e r-st ag e RECORDER. DATUM OF GAGE IS 958.24 FT (292.07 M) ABOVE MEAN 
SEA LEVEL. SEE MSP 1730 FOR HISTORY OF CHANGES PRIOR TO SEPT. 30, 1936.
AVERAGE DISCHARGE.— 47 TEARS, 29,080 CFS (824 CMSI, 21,070,000 ACRE-FT/YR 
(26,000 HM/YR.I
EXTREMES.— PERIOD OF RECORD: MAXIMUM DISCHARGE, 396,0D0 CFS (11,200 CMSI APR. 
18, 1952, GAGE HEIGHT, 30.20 FT (9.205 Ml; MINIMUM, ABOUT 2,200 CFS 
(62.3 CMSI JAN. 6, 1937; MINIMUM GAGE HEIGHT OBSERVED, -2.77 FT (-0.844 HI 
JAN. 10, 1957, RESULT OF FREEZEUP.
EXPLANATION OF TERMS AND UNITS.
WSP IS USED TO ABRREVIATE WATER-SUPPLY PAPER.
LOCATION IS RECORDED BY THE 8-OIGIT DOWNSTREAM ORDER NUMBER AS FOUND IN WSP. 
STAGE, IN FEET, AS READ FROM GAGE AT THE BEGINNING AND ENDING OF SAMPLING. 
TINE IS LOCAL 24 HOUR TINE.
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
DISCHARGE, IN CUFT PER SEC, IS THE MEAN DAILY AS RECORDED IN WSP.
TRANSVERSE STATION NUMBER, IN FEET, LOCATES THE SAMPLING STATION FROM
THE RIGHT BANK THRU NOV 27 1973 AND FROM THE LEFT BANK AFTER THAT DATE.
ALL VOLUMES ARE IN LITERS.
ALL HEIGHTS ARE IN GRAMS.
ALL CONCENTRATIONS ARE IN GRAMS PER LITER.
DEPTHS ARE IN FEET.
VELOCITY IS IN FEET PER SECOND.
SIEVE SERIES IS EXPRESSED BY U S STANDARD SIEVE NUMBER AND OPENING SIZE GIVEN 
IN MILLIMETERS.
SIEVE ANALYSIS IS EXPRESSED AS PER-CENT COARSER THAN.
THE DIFFERENT PARTICAL SIZES ARE EXPRESSED IN MILLIMETERS.
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MISSOURI RIVER DATA
06807000 MISSOURI RIVER AT NEBRASKA CITY* NEBR.
LOCATION.--LAT 40 OEG. 40»55«, LONG 95 OEG. 50*48". IN NW1/4NEI/4 SEC.9 . T .8  
N.j. R .14 E*. OTOE COUNTY* ON RIGHT BANK 0 .7  MI UPSTREAM FROM WAUBONSIE 
HIGHWAY BRIOGE AT NEBRASKA CITY AND AT MILE 562.6.
DRAINAGE ARE A .— 414*400 SQ MI* APPROXIMATELY.
PERIOD OF RECORD.— AUGUST 1929 TO CURRENT YEAR. GAGE-HEIGHT RECORDS COLLECTED 
IN THIS V ICIN ITY FROM AUGUST 1B78 TO DECEMBER 1B99 ARE CONTAINED IN REPORTS 
OF MISSOURI RIVER COMMISSION.
GAGE.— WATER-STAGE RECORDER. DATUM OF GAGE IS 905.36 FT ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL* 
DATUM OF 1929* SUPPLEMENTARY ADJUSTMENT OF 1954. SEE WSP 1918 3F 1919 FOR 
HISTORY OF CHANGES PRIOR TO APR. 1* 1963.
AVERAGE DISCHARGE.— 43 YEARS* 34*490 CFS (24*990*000 ACRE-FT PER YEAR).
EXTREMES.— PERIOD OF RECORD: MAXIMUM DISCHARGE* 414.000 CFS APR. 19*1952; 
MAXIMUM GAGE HEIGHT* 27.66 FT APR. 18* 1952; MINIMUM DISCHARGE* 1*600 CFS 
DEC. 31* 1946 (DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT); MINIMUM GAGE HEIGHT OBSERVED* -0 .2 8  
FT DEC. 24* 1960 (RESULT OF FREEZEUP).
EXPLANATION OF TERMS AND UNITS.
WSP IS USED TO ABRREVIATE WATER-SUPPLY PAPER.
LOCATION IS RECORDED BY THE 8-DIGIT DOWNSTREAM ORDER NUMBER AS FOUND IN WSP. 
STAGE* IN FEET* AS READ FROM GAGE AT THE BEGINNING AND ENDING OF SAMPLING. 
TIME IS LOCAL 24 HOUR TINE.
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
DISCHARGE* IN CUFT PER SEC* IS THE MEAN DAILY AS RECORDED IN WSP.
TRANSVERSE STATION NUMBER* IN FEET* LOCATES THE SAMPLING STATION FROM 
THE RIGHT BANK.
ALL VOLUMES ARE IN LITERS.
ALL WEIGHTS ARE IN GRAMS.
ALL CONCENTRATIONS ARE IN GRAMS PER L ITER .
DEPTHS ARE IN FEET.
VELOCITY IS IN FEET PER SECOND.
SIEVE SERIES IS EXPRESSED BY U S STANDARD SIEVE NUMBER AND OPENING SIZE GIVEN 
IN MILLIMETERS.
SIEVE ANALYSIS IS EXPRESSED AS PER-CENT COARSER THAN.
THE DIFFERENT PARTICAL SIZES ARE EXPRESSED IN MILLIMETERS.
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MISSOURI RIVER DATA
06818000 MISSOURI RIVER AT ST. JOSEPH* MO.
LOCATION.— LAT 39 OEG. 45*12"* LONG 94 OEG. 5l«28"* IN NWi/4SMl/4 SEC.17. T.57 
N. , R. 35 W.* BUCHANAN COUNTY. ON LEFT BANK AT LEFT ABUTMENT OF ST. JOSEPH 
C GRAND ISLAND RAILROAD BRIOGE IN ST. JOSEPH. RIVER MILE* 448.2 (721.2 KMI.
DRAINAGE AREA.— 424*300 SO MI (1*099*000 SQ KM)* APPROXIMATELY.
PERIOD OF RECORD.— AUGUST 1928 TO CURRENT YEAR. GAGE-HEIGHT RECORDS COLLECTED 
IN VICINITY 1873-99 ARE CONTAINED IN REPORTS OF MISSOURI RIVER COMMISSION; 
SINCE 1900 IN REPORTS OF NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE.
GAGE.— WATER-STAGE RECORDER. DATUM OF GAGE IS 788.19 FT (240.240 M| ABOVE MEAN 
SEA LEVEL. PRIOR TO OCT. 21* 1931. NONRECOROING GAGE AND OCT. 21* 1931* TO 
DEC. 31* 1933* WATER-STAGE RECORDER AT SAME SITE AT DATUM 5.50 FT (1.676 Ml 
HIGHER.
AVERAGE DISCHARGE.--47 YEARS* 38*710 CFS (1*096 CMSI* 28*050*000 ACRE-FT 
/YR (34*590 CU.M/YR).
EXTREMES.--PERIOD OF RECORD: MAXIMUM DISCHARGE* 397,000 CFS (11*240 CMSI 
APR. 22* 23* 1952 (GAGE HEIGHT* 26.82 FT OR 8.175 M): MINIMUM* 2.300 CFS 
(65.1 CMSI JAN. 9* 1937; MINIMUM GAGE HEIGHT* 0.00 FT (0.000 M) DEC. 18.
19* 1940. MAXIMUM STAGE KNOWN* 27.2 FT (8.29 Ml* PRESENT DATUM. APR. 29* 
1881 (DISCHARGE* ABOUT 370*000 CFS OR 10*500 CMS COMPUTED BY CCIRPS 
OF ENGINEERS!. FLOOD OF JUNE 1844 REACHED A STAGE OF 24.5 FT OR 7.47 M 
(DISCHARGE* ABOUT 350,000 CFS OR 9*910 CMS * COMPUTED BY CORPS OF 
ENGINEERS!.
EXPLANATION OF TERMS AND UNITS.
WSP IS USED TO ABRREVIATE WATER-SUPPLY PAPER.
LOCATION IS RECORDED BY THE 8-OlGIT DOWNSTREAM ORDER NUMBER AS FOUND IN WSP. 
STAGE, IN FEET* AS READ FROM GAGE AT THE BEGINNING AND ENDING OF SAMPLING. 
TIME IS LOCAL 24 HOUR TIME.
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
DISCHARGE* IN CUFT PER SEC, IS THE MEAN DAILY AS RECORDED IN MSP.
TRANSVERSE STATION NUMBER* IN FEET* LOCATES THE SAMPLING STATION FROM 
THE RIGHT BANK.
ALL VOLUMES ARE IN LITERS.
ALL WEIGHTS ARE IN GRAMS.
ALL CONCENTRATIONS ARE IN GRAMS PER LITER.
DEPTHS ARE IN FEET.
VELOCITY IS IN FEET PER SECOND.
SIEVE SERIES IS EXPRESSED BY U S STANDARD SIEVE NUMBER AND OPENING SIZE GIVEN 
IN MILLIMETERS.
SIEVE ANALYSIS IS EXPRESSED AS PER-CENT COARSER THAN.
THE DIFFERENT PARTICAL SIZES ARE EXPRESSED IN MILLIMETERS.
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6. Kansas City. The discharge range has always 
been the A.S.B. railroad bridge. Transverse 
stationing always started on the right bank.
7. Boonville. Discharge measurements have always 
been made from the highway bridge. Transverse 
stationing has always started from the right 
bank.
8. Hermann. The Highway 19 bridge has been used 
as the discharge range for the period of record 
as shown in Table 4.1. Transverse stations 
start with the right bank.
9. 5-Mile Bed Samples. These samples were collected 
along the thalweg at 5-mile intervals from Ponca 
State Park, Nebraska (mile 753) to the mouth of 
the river. These samples were collected once 
each year for the years 1971-72-73. The trans­
verse location of these samples with respect to 
the right or left bank is unknown.
10. Waverly (Regime Study). The data obtained in 
this study were collected from several sampling 
ranges located between river mile 288.5 and 
295.5. Each of the sampling ranges has been 
assigned an 8-digit downstream order and station 
number. Transverse stations start with the 
right bank.
11. Omaha (Channel Regime Study). These data were 
collected in the vicinity of the Omaha gauge 
location, therefore, the 8-digit downstream
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MISSOURI RIVER DATA
06893000 MISSOURI RIVER AT KANSAS CITY, MO.
LOCATION.--LAT 39 OEG. 06«43", LONG 94 OEG. 35*16", IN SEC.32, T.50 N., R.33 
W.• JACKSON COUNTY, ON DOWNSTREAM SIOE OF RIGHT PIER OF CHICAGO, BURLINGTON, 
C QUINCY RAILROAD BRIDGE AT KANSAS CITY, 1.4 Ml (2.3 KM) DOWNSTREAM FROM 
KANSAS RIVER. RIVER MILE, 366.1 1589.1 KM).
DRAINAGE AREA.--489,200 SO Ml (1,267,000 SO KM), APPROXIMATELY.
PERIOD OF RECORD.— OCTOBER 1897 TO CURRENT YEAR. PRIOR TO AUGUST 192B MONTHLY 
DISCHARGE ONLY, PUBLISHED IN WSP 1310. GAGE-HEIGHT RECORDS COLLECTED AT 
SANE SITE 1873-99 ARE CONTAINED IN REPORTS OF NISSOURl RIVER COMMISSION; 
those SINCE 1900 ARE CONTAINED IN REPORTS OF NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE.
GAGE.— WATER-STAGE RECORDER. DATUM OF GAGE IS 716.40 FT (218.359 M) ABOVE MEAN 
SEA LEVEL. PRIOR TO MAY 4, 1931, NONRECOROING GAGE, AND MAY 4, 1931, TO 
AUG. 23, 1934, WATER-STAGE RECORDER, AT PRESENT SITE AND DATUM. AUG. 24, 
1934, TO MAY 15, 1947, WATER-STAGE RECORDER AT SITE 200 FT (61.0 M) UPSTREAM 
AT SAME DATUM. MAY 16, 1947 TO FEB* 28, 1948, NONRECOROING GAGE AT PRESENT 
SITE AND DATUM.
AVERAGE DISCHARGE.— 76 YEARS (1898-1975), 54,720 CFS (1,550 CMS), 39,640,000 
ACRE-FT/YR (48,900 CU.M/YR).
EXTREMES*— PERIOD OF RECORD: MAXIMUM DISCHARGE, 573,000 CFS (16,230 CMS)
JULY 14. 1951: MAXIMUM GAGE HEIGHT, 36.2 FT (11.03 N) JULY 14, 1951; MINIMUM 
DISCHARGE. ABOUT 1,500 CFS (42.5 CMS) JAN. 9, 10, 1937: NININUM GAGE 
HEIGHT, -2.91 FT (-0.887 Ml JAN. 29, 1966. MAXIMUM STAGE KNOWN, 38.0 FT 
(11.58 Ml JUNE 16, 1844 (DISCHARGE, ABOUT 625,000 CFS OR 17,000 CMS,
COMPUTED BY CORPS OF ENGINEERS).
EXPLANATION OF TERMS AND UNITS.
WSP IS USED TO ABRREVIATE WATER-SUPPLY PAPER.
LOCATION IS RECORDED BY THE 8-OIGlT DOWNSTREAM ORDER NUMBER AS FOUND IN WSP. 
STAGE, IN FEET, AS READ FROM GAGE AT THE BEGINNING AND ENDING OF SAMPLING. 
TIME IS LOCAL 24 HOUR TINE.
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
DISCHARGE. IN CUFT PER SEC, IS THE NEAN DAILY AS RECORDED IN WSP.
TRANSVERSE STATION NUMBER, IN FEET, LOCATES THE SAMPLING STATION FROM 
THE RIGHT BANK*
ALL VOLUMES ARE IN LITERS.
ALL WEIGHTS ARE IN GRAMS.
ALL CONCENTRATIONS ARE IN GRAMS PER LITER.
DEPTHS ARE IN FEET.
VELOCITY IS IN FEET PER SECOND.
SIEVE SERIES IS EXPRESSED BY U S STANDARD SIEVE NUMBER AND OPENING SIZE GIVEN
sieve *N*LYsfs^il*6xPResseo as pen-ceNT coarscr than.
THe OIFFEReNT PARTICAL SIZeS ARe eXPReSSCO IN NILLINeTCRS.
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MISSOURI RIVER DATA
06909000 MISSOURI RIVER AT BOONVILLE, MO.
LOCATION.--LAT 38 OEG. 58«42", LONG 92 OEG. 45*13”, SEC.35, T.49 N., R.17 W., 
COOPER COUNTY, ON DOWNSTREAM SIOE OF SECOND PIER FROM RIGHT ABUTMENT OF 
MISSOURI-KANSAS-TEXAS RAILROAD CO. BRIOGE AT BOONVILLE. RIVER MILE 196.6 
(316.3 XM).
DRAINAGE AREA.— 505,700 SO MI (1,310,000 SQ KM), APPROXIMATELY.
PERIOD OF RECORD.— OCTOBER 1925 TO CURRENT YEAR. GAGE-HEIGHT RECORDS COLLECTED 
AT SAME SITE 1893-99 ARE CONTAINED IN REPORTS OF MISSOURI RIVER COMMISSION; 
SINCE 1900 IN REPORTS OF NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE.
GAGE.— WATER-STAGE RECORDER. DATUM OF GAGE IS 565.42 FT (172.340 M) ABOVE MEAN 
SEA LEVEL. PRIOR TO OCT. 1, 1928, NONRECOROING GAGE AT SITE 0.4 Ml (0.6 KM) 
DOWNSTREAM AT DATUM 3.14 FT (0.957 M) LOWER. OCT. 1, 1928, TO MAY 9, 1931, 
NONRECOROING GAGE AT SITE 50 FT (15 M) UPSTREAM FROM PRESENT SITE AT PRESENT 
DATUM. MAY 10, 1931, TO APR. 12, 1934, WATER-STAGE RECORDER AT SITE 0.4 MI 
(0.6 KM) DOWNSTREAM AT DIFFERENT OATUM^
AVERAGE DISCHARGE.— 50 YEARS, 57,890 CFS (1,639 CMSI, 41,940,000 ACRE-FT 
/YR (51,710 CU.M/YR).
EXTREMES.— PERIOD OF RECORD: MAXIMUM DISCHARGE, 550,000 CFS (15,580 CMS 
) JULY 17, 1951: MAXIMUM GAGE HEIGHT. 32.82 FT (10.004 M) JULY 17. 1951: 
MINIMUM DISCHARGE. ABOUT 1,800 CFS (51.0 CMS) JAN. 10, 1940; MINIMUN 
GAGE HEIGHT, -0.65 FT (-0.259 Ml JAN. 13, 1937. FLOOD OF JUNE 21. 1644
REACHED A STAGE OF 32.7 FT OR 9.97 M (DISCHARGE, ABOUT 710,000 CFS OR
20,110 CMS, COMPUTED BY CORPS OF ENGINEERS). FLOOD OF JUNE 6, 1903,
REACHED A STAGE OF 30.5 FT OR 9.30 N (DISCHARGE, ABOUT 612,000 CFS OR
17,330 CMS, COMPUTED BY CORPS OF ENGINEERS).
EXPLANATION OF TERMS AND UNITS.
WSP IS USED TO ABRREVIATE WATER-SUPPLY PAPER.
LOCATION IS RECORDED BY THE 8-OIGIT OOWNSTREAN ORDER NUMBER AS FOUND IN WSP. 
STAGE, IN FEET, AS READ FROM GAGE AT THE BEGINNING AND ENDING OF SAMPLING. 
TIME IS LOCAL 24 HOUR TIME.
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
DISCHARGE, IN CUFT PER SEC, IS THE MEAN DAILY AS RECORDED IN WSP.
TRANSVERSE STATION NUMBER, IN FEET, LOCATES THE SAMPLING STATION FROM 
THE RIGHT BANK.
ALL VOLUMES ARE IN LITERS.
ALL WEIGHTS ARE IN GRAMS.
ALL CONCENTRATIONS ARE IN GRAMS PER LITER.
DEPTHS ARE IN FEET.
VELOCITY IS IN FEET PER SECOND.
SIEVE SERIES IS EXPRESSED BY U S STANDARD SIEVE NUMBER AND OPENING SIZE GIVEN 
IN MILLIMETERS.
SIEVE ANALYSIS IS EXPRESSED AS PER-CENT COARSER THAN.
THE DIFFERENT PARTICAL SIZES ARE EXPRESSED IN MILLIMETERS.
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MISSOURI RIVER DATA
06934500 MISSOURI RIVER AT HERMANN, HO.
LOCATION.— LAT 38 OEG. 42*36”, LONG 91 DEG. 26*21", IN SWl/4 SEC.25, T.46 N., 
R.5 W., MONTGOMERY COUNTY, ON DOWNSTREAM SIOE OF THIRD PIER FROM RIGHT 
ABUTMENT OF BRIOGE ON STATE HIGHWAY 19 AT HERMANN. RIVER MILE, 97.9 (157.5 
K H ) .
DRAINAGE AREA.— 528,200 SQ MI (1,368,000 SQ KMI, APPROXIMATELY.
PERIOD OF RECORD.— OCTOBER 1897 TO CURRENT YEAR. PRIOR TO AUGUST 1926 MONTHLY 
DISCHARGE ONLY PUBLISHED IN WSP 1310. GAGE-HEIGHT RECORDS 1873-99 COLLECTED 
AT SITE 480 FT (146 HI DOWNSTREAM ARE CONTAINED IN REPORTS OF MISSOURI RIVER 
COMMISSION; SINCE 1900 IN REPORTS OF NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE.
GAGE.— WATER-STAGE RECORDER. DATUM OF GAGE IS 481.56 FT (146.779 M) ABOVE MEAN 
SEA LEVEL. PRIOR TO SEPT.26, 1930, NONRECOROING GAGE AT SITE 480 FT (146 M) 
DOWNSTREAM AT DATUM 0.07 FT 10.021 Ml LOWER. SEPT. 26, 1930 TO MAR. 27, 
1932, NONRECOROING GAGE, MAR. 28, 1932, TO JUNE 12, 1945, WATER-STAGE 
RECORDER, JUNE 13, 1945, TO APR. 2, 1946, NONRECORDING GAGE AT PRESENT SITE 
AND DATUM.
AVERAGE DISCHARGE.— 78 YEARS, 79,750 CFS 12,259 CMS), 57,780,000 ACRE-FT 
/YR (71,240 CU.M/YR).
EXTREMES.— PERIOD OF RECORD: MAXIMUM DISCHARGE, 676,000 CFS (19,140 CMS
) JUNE 6, 7, 1903 (GAGE HEIGHT, 29.5 FT OR 8.99 M), DISCHARGE COMPUTED BY 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS; MAXIMUM GAGE HEIGHT, 33.70 FT (10.272 M) APR. 25, 1973; 
MINIMUM, ABOUT 4,200 CFS (119 CMS) JAN. 10-12, 1940; MINIMUM GAGE 
HEIGHT OBSERVED, -0.80 FT (-0.244 M) JAN. 5, 6, 1940. MAXIMUM STAGE KNOWN, 
35.5 FT (10.82 Ml IN JUNE 1844 (DISCHARGE, ABOUT 892,000 CFS OR 25,260 
CMS COMPUTED BY CORPS OF ENGINEERS).
EXPLANATION Of TERMS AND UNITS.
WSP IS USED TO ABRREVIATE WATER-SUPPLY PAPER.
LOCATION IS RECORDED BY THE B-OIGIT DOWNSTREAM ORDER NUMBER AS FOUND IN WSP. 
STAGE, IN FEET, AS READ FROM GAGE AT THE BEGINNING AND ENDING OF SAMPLING. 
TIME IS LOCAL 24 HOUR TIME.
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
DISCHARGE. IN CUFT PER SEC, IS THE MEAN DAILY AS RECORDED IN WSP.
TRANSVERSE STATION NUMBER, IN FEET, LOCATES THE SAMPLING STATION FROM 
the RIGHT BANK.
ALL VOLUMES ARE IN LITERS.
ALL WEIGHTS ARE IN GRAMS.
ALL CONCENTRATIONS ARE IN GRANS PER LITER.
DEPTHS ARE IN FEET.
VELOCITY IS IN FEET PER SECOND.
SIEVE SERIES IS EXPRESSED BY U S STANDARD SIEVE NUMBER AND OPENING SIZE GIVEN 
IN HILL(METERS.
SIEVE ANALYSIS IS EXPRESSED AS PER-CENT COARSER THAN.
THE DIFFERENT PARTICAL SIZES ARE EXPRESSED IN MILLIMETERS.
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MISSOURI RIVER DATA
06893500 MISSOURI RIVER AT WAVERLY, MO.
LOCATION.— LAT 39 OEG. 12*50", LONG 93 OEG. 30*50", SEC.14, T.51 N., R.24 W., 
LAFAYETTE COUNTY, ON RIGHT BANK 450 FT 1137 M) DOWNSTREAM FROM BRIOGE ON 
U.S. HIGHWAY 65 AT WAVERLY. RIVER MILE, 239.4 085.2 KM).
DRAINAGE AREA.--491,200 SQ MI 11,272,000 SQ KM), APPROXIMATELY.
PERIOD OF RECORD.--OCTOBER 1928 TO CURRENT YEAR. GAGE-HEIGHT RECORDS COLLECTED 
AT SAME SITE 1878-79, 1883-99 ARE CONTAINED IN REPORTS OF MISSOURI RIVER 
COMMISSION: SINCE 1915 IN REPORTS OF NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE.
GAGE.— WATER-STAGE RECORDER. DATUM OF GAGE IS 646.00 FT (196.901 Ml ABOVE MEAN 
SEA LEVEL. PRIOR TO JAN. I, 1934. AT DATUM 5.00 FT 11.524 Ml LOWER; MAR. 30 
, 1929, TO APR. 4, 1934, NONRECORDING GAGE, APR. 5, 1934, TO JUNE 13, 1943, 
WATER-STAGE RECORDER, JUNE 14, 1943, TO SEPT. 15, 1944. NONRECOROING GAGE, 
AND SEPT. 16, 1944, TO MAY 28, 1969, WATER-STAGE RECORDER AT PRESENT DATUM; 
ALL AT SITE 450 FT (137 M) UPSTREAM.
AVERAGE DISCHARGE.— 47 YEARS, 48,470 CFS (1,370 CHS), 35,120,000 ACRE-FT 
/YR (43,300 CU.M/YR).
EXTREMES.— PERIOD OF RECORD: MAXIMUM DISCHARGE, 549,000 CFS (15,550 CMS 
I JJLY 16, 1951; MAXIMUM GAGE HEIGHT, 28.85 FT (8.793 M) OCT. 13, 1973; 
MINIMUM DISCHARGE, ABOUT 1,700 CFS (48.1 CMS) JAN. 9, 1940; MINIMUM,
GAGE HEIGHT, 0.4 FT (0.122 M) JAN. 12, 1930, PRESENT DATUM.
EXPLANATION OF TERMS AND UNITS.
WSP IS USED TO ABRREVIATE WATER-SUPPLY PAPER.
LOCATION IS RECORDED BY THE 8-OIGIT DOWNSTREAM ORDER NUMBER AS FOUND IN WSP. 
STAGE, IN FEET. AS READ FROM GAGE AT THE BEGINNING AND ENDING OF SAMPLING. 
TIME IS LOCAL 24 HOUR TIME.
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
DISCHARGE, IN CUFT PER SEC, IS THE MEAN DAILY AS RECORDED IN WSP.
TRANSVERSE STATION NUMBER, IN FEET, LOCATES THE SAMPLING STATION FROM 
THE RIGHT BANK.
ALL VOLUMES ARE IN LITERS.
ALL WEIGHTS ARE IN GRAMS.
ALL CONCENTRATIONS ARE IN GRAMS PER LITER.
DEPTHS ARE IN FEET.
VELOCITY IS IN FEET PER SECOND.
SIEVE SERIES IS EXPRESSED BY U S STANDARD SIEVE NUMBER AND OPENING SIZE GIVEN 
IN MILLIMETERS.
SIEVE ANALYSIS IS EXPRESSED AS PER-CENT COARSER THAN.
THE DIFFERENT PARTICAL SIZES ARE EXPRESSED IN MILLIMETERS.
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MISSOURI RIVER DATA
CMAHA CE4KNEL REGIME STUDY
THE DATA FG«J 0"AhA CHANNEL REGIME STUDY HAS COLLECTED IN THE VICINITY 
CF THE C"AHA GAGING STATICN. THIS STUDY CONSISTS CF PCINT SUSPENDED 
S50I"ENT AND VELOCITY SAMPLES AND BED SAMPLES FCR THE PERIOD 1967, I960, 
ANO 1969*
FXOLANATICN OF TERMS AND LNITS:
THE EIGHT DIGIT CCWNSTREAM ORDER NtMBER FOR OMAHA IS USED FOR THIS STUOY. 
T=*ANSVEJ^ SE STATICN NUMBER, IN FEET, LOCATES THE SAMPLING STATICN FROM THE 
RIGHT BANK. ALL VOLUMES ARE IN LITERS. CONCENTRATICNS ARE IN GRAMS PER 
LITER. ALL HEIGHTS ARE IN GRAMS. DEPTHS ARE IN FEET. VELOCITY IS IN 
FEET PER SECOND. SIEVE SERIES IS EXPRESSED BY U.S. STANDARD SIEVE NUMBER 
ANO npcMNG SIZE GIVEN IN MILLIMETERS. SIEVE ANALYSIS IS EXPRESSED AS 
PERCENT CCABSEo THAN. THE DIFFERENT PARTIAL SIZES ARE EXPRESSED IN 
"ILLI"ETE5S.
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order and station number for Omaha at that time 
is used. Transverse stationing starts from the 
right bank.
12. Omaha (Sediment Transport Characteristic Study). 
These data were collected near Omaha at six 
sampling ranges approximately 500 feet apart, 
between river mile 640.4 and 641.0 during the 
time June 8, 1951 and May 26, 1954. The 8- 
digit downstream order and station number for 
Omaha is used as the location of all ranges.
The transverse station number is coded to avoid 
mixing alpha and numeric symbols, therefore, the 
following paired listing is given to aid in 
interpreting the code:
303 =r C-3 121 L-1 182 = R-2 243 = X-3
33 = C-3 122 = L-2 183 = R-3 251 = Y-1
32 = C-2 123 = L-3 318 = R-3 252 = Y-2
13 = C-1 312 = L-3 241 = X-1 253 = Y-3
31 = C-1 181 = R-1 242 = X-2 261 = Z-1
262 = Z-2 263 = Z-3
The letter C indicates the sample was taken a
the thalweg and the letters L and R indicate
right and left 'of the thalweg. The number 1
usually indicates the sample was taken upstream 
of the range and the number 3 indicates down­
stream of the range. The distance right or 
left, upstream or downstream is unknown. There­
fore, for specific location of a sample, refer 
to maps in the S.T.C. report.
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MISSOURI RIVER DATA
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT CHARACTERISTIC STUOY
ISTC)
THESE DATA HERE COLLECTED NEAR OMAHA NEB. AT SIX RANGES APPROXIMATELY
500 FT . APART BETHEEN RIVER MILE 640.4 AND 641.0 DURING THE TIME ^ 8 -51  TO 
5-26-54. THE TRANSVERSE STATION NO. IS COOED TO AVOID MIXING ALPHA ANO 






















THE LETTER C INDICATES THAT THE SAMPLE HAS TAKEN AT THE THALWEG. L AND R 
INDICATE RIGHT ANO LEFT OF THALWEG. THE OTHER LETTERS B, X. Y ANO Z ARE 
RANDOM SAMPLE LOCATIONS. FOR SPECIFIC SAMPLING LOCATION REFER TO MAPS IN 
THE STC REPORT.
EXPLAINATION OF TERNS ANO UNITS
THE 8-OIGIT DOWN STREAM ORDER NUMBER FOR OMAHA NEB. IS RECORDED AS THE LOCA­
TION OF ALL RANGES.
STAGE IN FEET
TIME IS LOCAL 24 HOUR TINE 
TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT
DISCHARGE, IN CUFT. PER SEC., IS THE MEAN DAILY AS RECORDED IN WATER- 
SUPPLY PAPER 
VOLUMES ARE IN LITERS 
HEIGHTS ARE IN GRANS 
DEPTHS ARE IN FEET
VELOCITY (POINT OR MEAN) IS IN FT . PER SEC.
SIEVE SIZES ARE EXPRESSED BY US STANDARD SIEVE NUMBERS ANO OPENING SIZE 
EXPRESSED IN MILLIMETERS
SIEVE ANALYSIS IS EXPRESkO AS PER-CENT COASER THAN
THE DIFFERENT PARTICAL SIZES ARE EXPRESSED IN MILLIMETERS
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V DATA INTEGRITY
100 percent o£ the data in its present form has not been 
checked against the source document, therefore, the user is 
forewarned of the possibility of error. However, during and 
after conversion from source document to magnetic tapes, the 
following checks were performed.
A. A complete syntax check was made, i.e., all positions 
that should contain numbers were checked. Any errors 
of this nature were discovered and corrected.
B. A bounds check was performed by the computer on each 
piece of data. Upper and lower limits were established 
for each type of data and each piece checked against 
these limits. Any data item not within these limits 
was printed and checked against the data source doc­
ument. Any errors found by this procedure were 
corrected and the data reloaded to tape.
C. Ten percent of the data, selected by a random technique, 
was printed and checked against the source document.
The errors found by this process were corrected and
the data reloaded to tape.
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VI CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Analysis of the large quantity of velocity and
sediment data that have been collected on the Missouri 
River has not been undertaken in the past due to 
1) the heavy workloads of the Corps of Engineers 
staff and 2) the condition of the data as to being 
readily available. The first of these statements is 
still true but the second has been alleviated by the 
Missouri River Computerized Data Bank. This data 
bank contains the data extracted from field notes 
and laboratory analysis sheets for 13,197 days of 
data collection. This volume of readily available 
data will be of great value to those who are 
studying large rivers with the intent of trying to 
understand the sediment transport phenomenon.
Results of the "Velocity Distribution Versus 
Sediment" in the Missouri River study shows that the 
sediment model developed by Toffaletti produced values 
for the sediment load that varied from 50 to 300 
percent from the actual measured load. Two reasons 
given for this discrepancy were 1) a need to redefine 
the velocity distribution and 2 ) a need to redefine 
the sediment concentration curve for the shallower 
Missouri River. The closeness of the estimate on 
some of the Missouri River data obtained by 
Toffaletti*s approach indicates considerable merit 
in further pursuit of developing equations that will 
describe these two profiles for the Missouri River.
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B.
The results of the above mentioned study and 
work by the writer since that study indicate that the 
coefficient and exponent of the equations that describe 
the velocity and sediment concentration profiles not 
only vary with temperature, but with river mile, 
stage, and transverse station location.
Typical velocity and sediment concentration 
curves should be developed for adapting a revised 
Toffaletti method for the Missouri River. This can 
be accomplished much more rapidly than developing a 
new technique.
An equation that would describe the velocity 
profile at various river miles and transverse stations 
could also be utilized in calculating discharges.
The future of the Missouri River Basin will de 
depend to a large extent upon the ability of the en­
gineer to keep the river in balance. Much of the 
future work in maintaining navigation depth, providing 
flood protection, controlling aggradation and degra­
dation, etc., will depend upon design, operation, and 
maintenance studies conducted by means of physical 
and mathematical models. It is the latter of these 
that this project has aided and laid the groundwork 















A header record. There is one header record for 
each unique location-day-time sampling period.
A suspended sediment point sample taken at a 
specific transverse station and depth.
A composite of suspended sediment point samples 
taken at a specific transverse station.
A bed sample and analysis taken at a specific 
transverse station.
A depth integrated suspended sediment sample 
taken at a specific transverse station.
A composite of point or D.I. samples at one or 
more transverse stations.
An analysis of a suspended sediment sample. It 
is the analysis of the preceding record--a 2, 3,
5, or 6 record type.
A composite of bed samples at one or more trans­
verse stations.
Samples in composite. This record links 
composites with the individual samples which 
make up the composite.
This is a comment record used to indicate something 
out of the ordinary about the sampling location or 
period.
Indicates this sample is a surface sample. The 
format is the same as the "2" record.
Indicates this sample is a rope sample. The format 
is the same as the "2" record.
TABLE 2
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Down Stream Order 
























Yankton, South Dakota 
Sioux City, Iowa 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Omaha, Nebraska (Bellview) 
Nebraska City, Nebraska 
St. Joseph, Missouri 
Kansas City, Missouri 
Waverly, Missouri--Special Study 
Waverly, Missouri--Special Study 
Waverly, Missouri--Special Study 
Waverly, Missouri--Special Study 
Waverly, Missouri--Special Study 
Waverly, Missouri--Special Study 
Waverly, Missouri--Special Study 
Waverly, Missouri--Special Study 
Waverly, Missouri--Special Study 
Waverly, Missouri--Special Study 
Waverly, Missouri--Special Study 
Waverly, Missouri--Special Study 
Waverly, Missouri--Special Study 
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8 .210 #70






































































































































I I  - J^ ll 1 1 1 *A Identifies record as a header 
record, (See Table 1)
LOCATION 1 2 8 *######## The USGS downstream order and 
station number for the location 
of the following samples. (See 
Table 2)
DATE 1 11 6 ♦MMDDYY The date the sample was obtained 
in the field.
START-STAGE 1 23 7 *±###.## The river stage at the beginning 
of sampling. Scale in feet.









END-STAGE 1 30 7 ±###.## The river stage at the end of 
sampling. Scale in feet. (If 
START-STAGE equals END-STAGE, then 
the stage was averaged over the 
sampling period.)
START-TIME 1 37 6 66#### The time at the beginning of 
sampling. (24 Hour Clock)
END-TIME 1 43 6 66#### The time at the end of sampling. 
(24 Hour Clock. If START-TIME 
equals END-TIME, then the time 
is the average time of day during 
the sampling period.)
AIR-TEMP 1 49 4 ±### Temperature of the air at the 










WATER-TEMP 1 53 4 ±### Temperature of the water at the 
time of sampling. ®F.
FLOWRATE 1 57 7 ####### The mean-daily discharge as 
recorded in the W.S.P.
SS-SAMPLER 1 64 4 #### A code to indicate the type of 
suspended sediment sampler used 
during the sampling period.
(See Table 3)
NOZZLE 1 68 2 ## A code to indicate the nozzle 
size on the suspended sediment 









BED-SAMPLER 1 70 4 #### A code to indicate the type of bed 
sampler used during the sampling 
period. (See Table 4)
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2 1 1 A Identifies record as a suspended 
sediment point sample record if 
**2", surface sample if "S", and 
rope sample if **R". (See Table 1)
TRANS-STAT-NO 2 2 5 ##### The sampling vertical location at 
a particular cross section. This is 
measured, in feet, from the right 
bank except at Yankton and after 
Nov. 27, 1973 at Omaha where 
measuring was from the left bank.
TOTAL-DEPTH 2 8 6 ####.# The total measured depth of the 
river at the location of this 
sample. Scale in feet.
SAMPLE-NUMBER 2 16 6 ###### The field assigned suspended 
sediment point sample number.
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SAMPLE-DEPTH 2 24 5 ###.# The depth from the water surface. 
Scale in feet.
TOTAL-VOLUME 2 29 7 ##.#### The volume of water in the sample 
analyzed in the laboratory. 
Measured in liters.
TOTAL-WEIGHT 2 36 8 ###.#### The total weight of the water and 
suspended sediment. Scale in 
grams.
SAND-WEIGHT 2 44 8 ###.#### The weight of the sand found in 
the sample. Scale in grams.
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VELOCITY 2 52 9 #####.### The velocity of the water at the 
point of sampling. Measured in 
feet per second.
PERCENT-SILT 2 61 6 ###.## The percentage of suspended 
sediment that was silt.
PERCENT-CLAY 2 67 6 ###.## The percentage of suspended 
sediment that was clay.
SIEVE-ANALYSIS 2 73 1 1 or Blank A 1 indicates a sieve analysis 










C-D-S 2 75 6 #.#### The concentration of dissolved 
solids in the sample, 
(grams/litre)
TOTAL-CONC 2 81 7 ####.## The total concentration, 
(grams/litre)
PERCENT-SAND 2 88 6 ###.## The percentage of suspended 
sediment that was sand.
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3 1 1 A Identifies record as a composite 
of suspended sediment point 
samples taken at a specific 
transverse station. (See Table 1)
TRANS-STAT-NO 3 2 5 ##### The sampling vertical location at 
a particular cross section. This 
is measured, in feet, from the 
right bank except at Yankton and 
after Nov. 27, 1973 at Omaha 
where measuring was from the 
left bank.
COMP-NUMBER 3 16 6 ###### The laboratory assigned number to 
identify this sample as a 
composite.
TOTAL-VOLUME 3 29 7 ##.#### The volume of water in the sample 
analyzed in the laboratory. 
Measured in liters.
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TOTAL-WEIGHT 3 36 8 #«#.#### The total weight of the water and 
suspended sediment. Scale in 
grams.
SAND-WEIGHT 3 44 8 ###.#### The weight of the sand found in 
the sample. Scale in grcims.
PERCENT-SILT 3 61 6 ###.## The percentage of suspended 
sediment that was silt.
PERCENT-CLAY 3 67 6 ###.## The percentage of suspended 









SIEVE-ANALYSIS 3 73 1 1 or Blank A 1 indicates a sieve analysis 
was obtained from this sample.
C-D-S 3 75 6 #.#### The concentration of dissolved 
solids in the sample, 
(grams/litre)
TOTAL-CONC 3 81 7 ####.## The total concentration, 
(grams/litre)
PERCENT-SAND 3 88 6 ###.## The percentage of suspended 
sediment that was sand.
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D A T A  I T E M
_________ L o c a t i o n ____________
F o r m a t D e s c r i p t i o n
R e c o r d
C o d e
S t a r t
P o s i t i o n L e n g t h
r e c o r d -TYPE-CODE
1 1 4 II
4 1 1 A Identifies this record as a 
transverse station bed sample 
analysis record. (See Table 1)
SIEVE-SERIES 4 2 1 A Refers to the set of sieves that 
were used by the laboratory in 
their analysis. (See Tables 6-12)
TRANS-STAT-NO 4 3 4 #### The sampling vertical location at 
a particular cross section. This 
is measured, in feet, from the 
right bank except at Yankton and 
after Nov. 27, 1973 at Omaha where 
measuring was from the left bank.
SAMPLE-NUMBER 4 7 6 ###### The field assigned bed sample 
number.
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Position Length Format Description
TOTAL-WEIGHT 4 13 6 ####.# The total weight of the sample 
obtained in the field. Measured 
in grams.
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 1 4 19 5 ###.# The percent of material retained on
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 2 4 24 5 ###.# this sieve and all previous sieves
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 3 4 29 5 ###.# used in this series. (See Tables
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 4 4 34 5 ###.# 6-12 and SIEVE-SERIES for the
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 5 4 39 5 ###.# exact description of each sieve.)
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 6 4 44 5 ###.#
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 7 4 49 5 ###.#
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 8 4 54 5 ###.#
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 9 4 59 5 ###.#
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN-10 4 64 5 ###.#
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN-11 4 69 5 ###.#
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN-12 4 74 5 ###.#
TOTAL-DEPTH 4 81 6 ####.# The total measured depth of the 
fiver at the location of this 
sample.
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H 5 1 1
5 1 1 A Identifies this record as a Depth 
Integrated Suspended Sediment 
Sample taken as a specific 
Transverse Station. (See Table 1)
TRANS-STAT-NO 5 2 5 ##### The sampling vertical location at 
a particular cross section. This 
is measured in feet from the right 
bank except at Yankton and after 
Nov. 27, 1973 at Omaha where 
measuring was from the left bank.
TOTAL-DEPTH 5 8 6 ####.# The total measured depth of the 
river at the particular location. 
Scale in feet.
SAMPLE-NUMBER 5 16 6 ###### The field assigned D. I. sample 
number.
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TOTAL-VOLUME 5 29 7 ##.#### The volume of water in the sample 
analyzed in the laboratory. 
Measured in liters.
TOTAL-WEIGHT 5 36 8 ###.#### The total weight of the water and 
suspended sediment. Scale in 
grams.
SAND-WEIGHT 5 44 8 ###.#### The weight of the sand found in 
the sample. Scale in grams.
PERCENT-SILT 5 61 6 ###.## The percentage of suspended 









PERCENT-CLAY 5 67 6 ###.## The percentage of suspended 
sediment that was clay.
SIEVE-ANALYSIS 5 73 1 1 or Blank A 1 indicates a sieve analysis 
was obtained from this sample.
C-D-S 5 75 6 #.#### The concentration of dissolved 
solids in the sample, 
(grams/litre)










PERCENT-SAND 5 88 6 ###.## The percentage of suspended 
sediment that was sand.
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6 1 1 A Identifies this record as a 
composite of point or D. I. samples 
at one or more transverse stations. 
(See Table 1)
COMP-NUMBER 6 16 6 ###### The laboratory assigned number to 
identify this sample as a 
composite.
TOTAL-VOLUME 6 29 7 ##.#### The volume of water in the sample 
analyzed in the laboratory. 
Measured in liters.
TOTAL-WEIGHT 6 36 8 ###.#### The total weight of the water and 










SAND-WEIGHT 6 44 8 ###.#### The weight of the sand found in 
the sample. Scale in grams.
PERCENT-SILT 6 61 6 ###.## The percentage of suspended 
sediment that was silt.
PERCENT-CLAY 6 67 6 ###.## The percentage of suspended 
sediment that was clay.
SIEVE-ANALYSIS 6 73 1 1 or Blank A 1 indicates a sieve analysis 
was obtained from this sample.
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C-D-S 6 75 6 #.#### The concentration of dissolved 
solids in the sample. (grams/ 
litre)
TOTAL-CONC 6 81 7 ####.## The total concentration, 
(grams/litre)
PERCENT-SAND 6 88 6 ###.## The percentage of suspended 








Position Length Format Description
RECORD-TYPE-CODE
I I  I I
7 1 1 A Identifies this record as an 
analysis of the preceding record, 
i.e., a 2, 3, 5, or 6 record type. 
(see Table 1)
SIEVE-SERIES 7 2 1 A Refers to the set of sieves that 
were used by the laboratory in 
their analysis. (See Tables 6-12)
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 1 7 3 6 ###.## The percent of material retained
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 2 7 9 6 ###.## on this sieve and all previous
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 3 7 15 6 ###.## sieves used in this series.
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 4 7 21 6 ###.## (See Tables 6-12 and SIEVE-SERIES
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 5 7 27 6 ###.## for the exact description of each
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 6 7 33 6 ###.## sieve.)
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 7 7 39 6 ###.##
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 8 7 45 6 ###.##
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN- 9 7 51 6 ###.##
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN-10 7 57 6 ###.##
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN-11 7 63 6 ###.##
PERCENT-COARSER-THAN-12 7 69 6 ###.##
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8 1 1 A Identifies this record as a 
composite of bed samples at one 
or more transverse stations. 
(See Table 1)
SIEVE-SERIES 8 2 1 A Refers to the set of sieves that 
were used by the laboratory in 
their analysis. (See Tables 6-12)
COMP-NUMBER 8 7 6 ###### The laboratory assigned number to 
identify this sample as a composite.
TOTAL-WEIGHT 8 13 6 ####.# The total weight of the composited 
sample. (Measured in grams)
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The percent of material retained 
on this sieve and all previous 
sieves used in this series. (See 
Tables 6-12 and SIEVE-SERIES for 
the exact description of each sieve)
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Position Length Format Description
RECORD-TYPE-CODE
t i g  I I
9 1 1 A Identifies this record as a 
Linkage record to associate in­
dividual field samples with the 
composites they are in. (See 
Table 1)
COMP-NUMBER 9 3 6 ###### A composite number. The same as 
the composite number on a previous 
3, 6, or 8 record.
SAMPLE-NUMBER- 1 9 9 6 ###### A field assigned individual
SAMPLE-NUMBER- 2 9 15 6 ###### sample number of a sample com­
SAMPLE-NUMBER- 3 9 21 6 ###### posited into the composite in
SAMPLE-NUMBER- 4 9 27 6 ###### positions 3-8 of this record.
SAMPLE-NUMBER- 5 9 33 6 ###### These records may or may not be
SAMPLE-NUMBER- 6 9 39 6 ###### on previous 2, 4, or 5 cards.
SAMPLE-NUMBER- 7 9 45 6 ######
SAMPLE-NUMBER- 8 9 51 6 ######
SAMPLE-NUMBER- 9 9 57 6 ######
SAMPLE-NUMBER-10 9 63 6 ######
SAMPLE-NUMBER-11 9 69 6 ######
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APPENDIX-25
The meaning of the characters in the Format column of the Data 
Item Dictionary:
A Any alphabetic or numeric character.
# A numeric digit such as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or a blank.
MM A number from 1-12.
DD A number from 1-31.
YY A number from 0-99.
Always a blank.
± A plus sign, or blank if the value is positive, a
minus sign if negative.
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Pace 6/22/76
75
MISSOURI RIVER DATA 
HERMANN, MISSCURI










PER CENT SAND 
PER CENT SILT 
PER CENT CLAY 
TOTAL CONCENTRATION 
SAND CONCENTRATION 
CONC. DISSOLVED SOLIDS 
TOTAL DEPTH
s a m p l e  d e p t h















TRANSVERSE STATION NO 
SAMPLE NUMBER 
COMPOSITE NUMBER 
t o t a l  WEIGHT 










• 100-0. 149 
•200-0.074
11.04 11:20-13:30 63 62 81,800 — —
POINT POINT PCINT POINT PCINT POINT D.I.
325 325 32 5 325 325 325 325
742 743 744 745 746 747 186
.378 .547 .543 .613 .624 .634 .608
.0824 .0978 .0782 .0755 .0751 .0719 .0719
.0408 .0393 .0206 .0114 .0106 .004 7 .0159
49.51 40.18 26.34 15.09 14.11 6.53 22.11
50.53 59.85 73.67 84.91 85.88 93.46 44.04
.210 .170 . 140 .120 .120 .110
33.87
.110
.107 .071 .037 .018 .016 .007 .026
.4120 .4240 .4080 .4060 .4120 .4360 .4000
14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2
13.4 12.8 11.8 10.1 7.1 3.3
2.76 2.88 4.30 4.30 3.92 4.58
^SIS
B 6 B B B 6 B
8.00 7.00 9.00
34.00 30.50 12.00 15.00 12.00 17.00
52.50 50.00 27.00 22.00 20.00 35.00
78.00 75.00 53.00 41.00 40.00 10.00 50.OC
92.00 88.50 80.50 72.00 71.00 40.00 90.00
96.50 94.50 92.00 88.00 89.00 70.00 98.00






































MISSOURI RIVER DATA 
HERMANN, MISSCURI
LQCAJIQ!^ --12AIE—  RIVER stage
TEMPERATUREULLB_MAXES DISCHARGE — IttaDAEiii.. SUSP*=NOEO SEDIMENT BED SAMPLER___II£E____
934500 10/01/75 10.94 - 11.04 11:20-13:30 63 62 81,800 ________________
SpiNOEO SEDIMENT 
TYPE POINT POINT PCINT POINT PCINT POINT D.I.
TRANSVERSE STATION NO 52 5 525 52 5 525 525 525 525
SAMPLE NUMBER 749 750 751 752 753 754 187
COMPOSITE NUMBER 
TOTAL VOLUME .594 .615 .553 •628 .579 .635 .489
total WEIGHT .3400 .2423 . 1951 .1698 . 1417 .1098 .1269
SAND WEIGHT .2658 . 1650 .1270 .1122 .0705 .0380 .0779
PER CENT SAND 78.17 68.09 65.09 59. 11 49.75 34.60 61.38
PER CENT SILT 21.83 31.92 34.90 40.90 50.27 65.41 23.54
PER CENT CLAY 
TOTAL concentration .570 .390 .350 .300 .240 .170
15.11
.250
SAND concentration .447 .268 .229 .178 .121 .050 .159
CONC. DISSOLVED SOLIDS .4360 .4400 • 4160 • 4240 .4080 • 4100 • 4060
TOTAL DEPTH 18.6 18.6 18.6 18.6 18.6 18.6 18.6
sample depth 17.5 16.7 15.5 13.3 9.3 4.3
velocity 3.92 4.10 4.68 4.40 4.68 5.24












—  _«270-0^ 53 ^
BED SAMOl ES








2.50 3.00 1 .50 1.50
37.00 35.00 16.00 32.00
76.00 74.00 75.00 74.50
93.00 90.00 92.00 91.00
99.50 100.00 97.00 97.00






























































10.94 - 11.04 11:20-13:30
MISSOURI RIVER CATA 
HERMANN, MISSCURI
TEMPERATURE








TYPE POINT POINT POINT POINT POINT POINT O.I.
TRANSVERSE STATION NO 700 700 700 700 700 700 700
sample number
COMPOSITE NUMBER
756 757 758 759 760 761 188
TOTAL VOLUME .616 .537 .613 .575 .661 .581 .559
TOTAL WEIGHT .4869 .3469 .3426 .2527 .2139 .1241 .1565
SAND WEIGHT .4092 .2790 .2640 • 1758 .1243 .0496 .0962
PER CENT SAND 84.04 80.42 77.05 69.56 58.11 39.96 61.46
PER CENT SILT 
PER CENT CLAY
15.96 19.58 22.95 30.43 41.89 60.04 24.91
13.62
TOTAL CONCENTRATION .790 .640 .550 .430 .320 .210 .270
SAND CONCENTRATION .664 .519 .430 .305 .188 .085 .172
CONC. DISSOLVED SOLIDS .4000 .4120 .4160 .4060 .4120 .4000 .4140
TOTAL depth 17.8 17.8 17.8 17.8 17.8 17.8 17.8
SAMPLE DEPTH 16.8 16.0 14.8 12.7 8.9 4.1
VELOCITY 3.46 3.60 3.92 4.78 4.36 5.50
JSPENOED SEDIMENT sTeVE ANALYSIS
SIEVE SERIES 
•8-2.38






























29.00 29.00 23.00 11.00 5.00 1.50 20.00
76.00 74.50 70.00 67.50 65.00 45.00 67.00
95.00 93.50 92.00 91.50 89.00 82.00 89.00
98.00 98.00 97.00 98.00 96.50 94.00 96.00


























MISSOURI RIVER CATA 
HERMANN, MISSOURI







1934500 10/01/75 10.94 - 11.04 11:20-13:30 63 62 81,800
JSPENOED SEDIMENT 
TYPE POINT POINT PCINT POINT PCINT POINT PCINT D.I .
TRANSVERSE STATION NO 875 875 875 875 875 875 875 875
sample number 763 764 765 766 767 768 769 189
COMPOSITE NUMBER 
TOTAL VOLUME .564 .388 .671 .546 .647 .594 .612 .694
TOTAL WEIGHT .7521 .3829 .4999 .4194 • 2886 .2184 .1813 .3012
SAND WEIGHT .6719 .3300 .4063 .3432 .1977 .1390 .0949 • 2161
PER CENT SAND 89.33 86.18 81.27 81.83 68.50 63.64 52.34 71.74
PER CENT SILT 10.67 13.82 18.72 18.17 31.50 36.38 47.66 16.53
PER CENT CLAY 
TOTAL CONCENTRATION 1.330 .980 .740 .760 .440 .360 .290
11.73
.430
SAND CONCENTRATION 1.191 .850 .605 .628 .305 .234 .155 .311
CONC. DISSOLVED SOLIDS .4140 .4300 .4120 .4300 .4440 .4260 .4240 .4460
TOTAL depth 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0
SAMPLE DEPTH 21.2 20.7 19.8 18.3 15.7 11.0 5.1
VELOCITY 3.32 2.64 3.09 3.92 4.40 5.11 5.50
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT SIEVE ANALYSIS
SIEVE SERIES B
•8-2.38 

















22.50 21.50 20.50 10.00 10.00 12.00
76.00 71.00 68.00 60.00 63.50 60.00 55.00 65.00
96.00 94.00 94.00 91.00 90.00 85.50 86.00 90.00
98.00 99.50 99.00 97.00 96.00 96.00 95.00 94.50


















































MISSOURI RIVER DATA 
HERMANN, MISSCURI







►934500 10/01/75 10.94 - 11.04 11:20-13:30 63 62 81,800
jSpiNoio seoTnent 
type POINT POINT POINT POINT POINT POINT O.I.
TRANSVERSE STATION NO 1025 1025 1025 1025 1025 1025 1025
sample NUMBER 771 772 773 774 775 776 190
COMPOSITE NUMBER 
TOTAL VOLUME .486 .546 . 576 .521 .632 .640 .653
total weight .2944 .2100 .2015 .1552 .1437 .1232 .1352
SANO WEIGHT .2278 .1420 .1191 .0027 .0607 .0386 .0528
PER CENT SAND 77.37 67.61 59.10 53.28 42.24 31.33 39.05
PER CENT SILT 22.63 32.40 40.91 46.73 57.78 68.67 34.46
PER CENT CLAY 
TOTAL CONCENTRATION .600 .380 .340 .290 .220 .190
26.48 
• 200
SANO CONCENTRATION .468 .260 .206 .158 • 096 • 060 .080
CONC. DISSOLVED SOLIDS .4080 .4160 .4260 .4160 • 4080 .4200 .4400
TOTAL DEPTH 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4
SAMPLE depth 19.2 18.4 17.0 14.6 10.2 4.7
VELOCITY 4.20 3.92 4.00 4.58 4.58 4.40














b e o’samples *


















45.50 37.00 11.00 9.00 3.00 9.00
81.00 77.00 74.00 70.00 63.00 44.50 59.00
96.00 93.00 92.00 89.50 87.00 80.50 86.00
99.50 98.00 97.00 96.00 94.50 91.50 96.00











































DISCHARGE SUSPENDED SEDIMENT BED sampler 
___IY£i____
TYPE






PER CENT SAND 
PER CENT SILT 
PER CENT CLAY 
total CONCENTRATION 
SANO CONCENTRATION 





D.I. O.I. D.I. O.I. COMPOSITE
525 700 875 1075
191 192 193 194 195 100975
103975 100975 100975 100975 100975









14.0 21.0 19.0 22.0 22.0







































TYPE D.I. O.I. O.I. C. I. D.I. COMPOSITE
TRANSVERSE STATION NO 325 525 700 075 1025
sample number 196 197 198 199 200 101575






















15.0 19.7 19.0 22.0 20.0


































BED s a m p l e r  
___ IY££_____
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT
TYPE O.I . O.I. 0.1. 0. I. O.I. COMPOSITE
TRANSVERSE STATION NO 325 525 700 875 1025
s a m p l e  NUMBER 201 202 203 2 04 205 102175








SANO c o n c e n t r a t i o n
CONC. DISSOLVED SOLIDS









t c t a l  d e p t h  
s a m p l e  d e p t h  
v e l o c i t y
13.0 20.0 16.0 22.0 20.0
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT SIEVE ANALYSIS
SIEVE SERIES 
•8-2.38 



















LOCATION _DAI£_ RIVER STAGE
















TYPE D.I . O.I. O.I. D.I. D.I. COMPOSITE
TRANSVERSE STATION NO 1025 875 700 525 325
sample number 206 207 208 209 210 102975






















21.0 23.6 18.6 18.6 14.2





















MISSOURI RIVER DATA 
HERMANN, MISSCURI
LUUIIDa — DA1E-, -.AI^£&,S1AG£. JJLBL.
TEMPERATURE
-MB_«M£fi
DISCHARGE SUSPENDED SEDIMENT BED SAMPLER 
___Il££____
06934500 11/04/75 10.61 - 12:30-13: CO 57 82,500
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT
TYPE D.I . 0. 1 • O.I. C.I. D.I. COMPOSITE
TRANSVERSE STATION NO 325 525 700 875 1025
sample NUMBER 211 212 213 214 215 110475






















13.0 18.0 18.0 22.0 20.0



































SUSPENDED SEDIMENT BED sampler 




D.I. O.I. C.I. D.I. COMPOSITE
TRANSVERSE STATION NO 525 700 875 1025
SAMPLE NUMBER 216 217 218 219 220 111275






















13.0 18.0 17.0 21.0 19.0






















MISSOURI RIVER DATA 
HERMANN, MISSCURI




























D.I. 0.1. O.I. O.I. D.I. CCMPOSITF
325 525 700 875 1025
221 222 223 224 225 111875
111875 111875 111875 111875 111875









12.5 18.8 15.6 19.7 22.2






































___H £ £ ____
TYPE 0.1. 0.1. O.I. O.I. D.I. COMPOSITE
TRANSVERSE STATION NO 325 525 TOO 875 1025
SAMPLE NUMBER 226 227 228 229 230 112575




PER CENT SANO 
PER CENT SILT 
PER CENT CLAY
total concentoation
SANO c o nc e ntration 
CONC. DISSOLVED SOLIDS












14.0 20.0 20.0 22.0 23.0
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT SIEVE ANALYSIS
SIEVE SERIES 
88-2.38 
# 12- 1.68 
816-1.19 
820-0.84 
830-0.59 
840-0.42 
•50-0.297 
•70-0.210 
•100-0.149 
•140-0.105
•|^0-0.074
■0.053
3.00
23.00 
67.50
94.00
98.00 
100.00
